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14 Students Arrested

Police Confront Demonstrators in CU
By BOB BRA( KETT,
JAY GREENAN and CRAIG TURNER
Daily Staff Writers
Fourteen SJS students were arrested Friday when radical demonstrators clashed with more than 70 San
Jose police officers in the College
Union.
Thirteen men and one woman were
arrested on charges of "disturbing the
peace of a junior college, state college,
or state university," section 915.5 of
the California Penal Code, and for
failure to disperse when so ordered.
Despite efforts of AS. President
James Edwards to head off a confrontation between students and industrial
recruiters, members of the Radical
Action Movement (RAM) of SDS
marched on the College Union at approximately 1 p.m.
Edwards’ efforts failed when all but
one of the recruiters declined to meet
with students.
Following a brief rally, about 25
radicals marched into the Union chanting: "Smash Imperialism! Recruiters
off campus!"
STUDENT INJURED

WRESTLING MATCHA trio of San Jose police detectives put a stranglehold on a RAM demonstreor outside the Lorna Prieta Room of the College
Union. In the background another detective subdues a demonstrator with
a headlock

SJS Brown Cultural Day:
A Real Chicano Happening
SJS Chicano students will present
Friday
Nuestra Nocha (Our Night
at 7:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Auditorium.
is an effort," said Lela Chavez,
chairman, ’’to familiarize the student
body and the community with Chicano
culture."
The program, according to Miss Cha
vez, will include traditional and modern
dances, a fashion show, skit, poetry
readings (original student work I and
mariachis, Los Caporeles.
"The girls," said Miss Chavez, wanted
to show the public what the Chicana
culture is all about but we wanted to
do everything without professional
help."
All the costive,: worn by the girls,
students in the
most of whom

Brown Educational Opportunity Program (EPP!, have been made by them.
A preview entertainment program
is planned for Wednesday, Dec, 10 at
12 p.m. on Seventh Street.
Miss Chavez explained that booths
will be set up with food I tamales) and
drinks ijamaica, coke) for which a
small charge will be made to go toward
a Chicano scholarship fund.
Music is by Andy Flores, and during
the, program the mariachis, Los Abajenos, will be featured.
The Friday evening program which
will be bi-lingual, will include traditional dances such as "La Negra," Las
Coronelas," and "La Bamba."
During the week, Chicano art by
students will be exhibited in the College Union.

When demonstrators approached the
door of the Loma Prieta Room, where
the recruiting was centered, they were
stopped by Campus Security Chief
Ernest Quinton and several uniformed
campus security officers. Backing them
up were eight San Jose police plainclothesmen. At this point the security
force let the demonstrators through,.
where four were quickly and physically
subdued by detectives.
Four officers jumped demonstrator
Larry Casquierio and forced him to the
floor. Casquierio was bloodied in the
altercation but was apparently the only
student injured. Ile was dragged from
the room and into the freight elevator.
Waiting in the basement were two police wagons, where the arrested were
confined.
Police detectives then ringed the
doorway. Lance Jobson, of the WorkerStudent Alliance branch of SDS, attempted to get the demonstrators moving into "an educational picket line."
He was only partly successful, however, and many remained in the doorway.
Demonstrators then sent up a chant
"Pigs off campus!" that drowned out
Quinton’s orders to disperse. At this
time the 30 plainclothesmen were
joined in the Lorna Prieta room by
about 45 uniformed officers in riot

J. Dusel and security chief Quinton
disagreed with a police suggestion to
have uniformed police clear the fluor.
Dr. Dusel and Quinton, who suffered
a stomach muscle strain in Thursday’s
demonstration, expressed concern that
For photos of both Friday’s and
Thursday’s confrontations, see page 3.
student on-lookers
many innocent
might be injured.
With helmeted, uniformed police lined
up in the adjoining hallway, clubs
plainclothesmen pushed the demonstradrawn, plainclothesmen pushed the
demonstrators down the aisle and
dragged several arrested students back
to the Loma Prieta Room, downstairs
and into the wagon.
One student who resisted was told
"If you don’t stop struggling, I’ll choke
you," by a detective, who later refused
to give his name to reporters.
When the arrested students reached
the police outpost in the basement they
were advised of their rights, photographed, and thrown into police wagons
and cars.
A crowd of students gathered around
the ramp and tunnel on the, north side

of the building, and shouted "Pigs off
campus!" at officers. Several rocks
bounced off police vehicles.
After officers cleared the hallways
Immediately adjacent to the Loma
Prieta Room, Quinton ordered the floor
cleared of students "who do not have
business with the recruiters."
Edwards then took the bullhorn, and
asked that students vacate the third
level of he Union "so no one will get
busted."
According to Chief of Detectives Ross
Donald of the San Jose police, the 30
plainclothesmen arrived at the college
about noon, and the SJPD planned its
response this morning.
"About 90" uniformed officers arrived
on campus at 1 p.m., according to Capt.
E. McKay. They answered a call issued
by Chief Donald.
MISDEMEANOR
The charges against the demonstrators are misdemeanors. Section 415.5 of
the penal code were passed earlier in
the year by the legislature to combat
student disorders.
Earlier in the day, Edwards attempted to avoid a confrontation by suggesting a meeting in the student council
chambers between students and recruiters. He approached Dr. Edward

Clenonents, director of the, career
plannihg and placement center, which
sponsored the event, and Dr. Dusel.
Clemments talked to several recruiters,
but only Frank A. Zimmerman of Pacific Telephone expressed an interest in
the meeting.
WILLING TO TALK
"It’s an invitation that we would be
derelict not to accept. I won’t be baited, but if they want a meaningful discussion, I’d be willing to talk," he said.
There were 60 companies represented
by recruiters Thursday and Friday.
Among the demonstrator’s prime targets were Lockheed, General Electric.
and General Dynamics, the nation’s top
three defense contractors.
They also verbally attacked G.E.
over the current strike of the United
Electrical Workers. Ironically, the representative of General Electric was not
in the Union Friday.
Following the arrests, about 30 demonstrators marched on the administration building, to demand that charges
be dropped against the arrested students. Dr. Dusel talked to the students
for a short time.
All of the prisoners were released
Friday afternoon on their own recognizance,

gear.
ESCAPES ARREST
One detective, attempting to arrest
a student, pushed him down the stairway. The student recovered and leaped
the chasm to the second level of the
Union, and safety.
Executive Vice-President Dr. William

COMMAND POSTStudents surround ramp leading
to the basement command post of San Jose police in
Friday’s confrontation. Officers in foreground prevented

students from venturing too far down the ramp. In
background are the police wagons into which arrested
students were loaded.

Gay Liberation, Student Publications Cited

Recent Problems Indicate State College System Autonomy at Stake
By RAY GILES
Daily Political Writer
The degree of state college autonomy in the
California system has been a long time concern of the general public as well as those particularly involved in the colleges. --students,
faculty and administration.
The first widespread clamor over the autonomy issue came during the 1964 Free Speech
Movement at Berkeley. Since that time, the
question has been raised whenever public supported colleges have been discussed.
This past month, the autonomy issues concerned San Jose State in particular.
There are two specific problems that SJS,
its Acting President Dr. Hobert W. Burns,
the Board of Trustees and Chancellor Glenn
S. Dumke must deal with in the near future.
First, should a group of student homosexuals
at SJS known as the San Jose Gay Liberation Front, be allowed on a California campus
as a recognized organization? Second, should
student newspapers be governts1 by rules of
the trustees or by a campus publications
board?
Although these are now problems concerning
all state college campuses, they all’ of particular interest to SJS. It was here that the

first student homosexual organization in the
state college system began to organize, and
it was here that the first word of such an
organization was printed in the student newspaper. A number of trustees brought to task
Dr. Burns for both.
Currently, the chancellor’s legal staff is in
the process or researching the question as to
the legality of any student homosexual group
on any state campus.
If the chancellor’s staff rules against homosexual organizations, the San Jose Gay Liberation, which, through their initiatives of the
past three weeks have forced the chancellor
to make such a decision. will automatically be
denied campus acceptance. Their only alternative would be an expensive battle in civil
court.
NO SPECIFIC LAWS
California state laws, however, say nothing
specifically against homosexuality. Right now,
homosexuals are usually prosecuted under the
same state laws that govern the sexual behavior of a married man or woman.
If the chancellor fails to find legal ground
on which he may refuse homosexuals a place
on state campuses, all signs thus far point to

acceptance here at SJS for the Gay Liberation
Front.
Dr. Burns has not indicated that he will
refuse recognition of the group. Dean of Students Robert Martin has stated a number of
times that their constitution is "in order."
Dr. David Newman, a psychology counselor
and the present adviser to Gay Liberation,
expects the Student Activities Board (SAID
to find the Gay Liberation constitution and
proposed programs "in order."
Also, Associated Students’ student council,
which puts the final stamp of approval on
the whole process, will, it is expected, vote
them in as a recognized campus organization.
According to Rich Webber, a German major
and a leader of the homosexual group, the
group is ready sometime this week to begin
the process of gaining recognition.
The all important question of what the
chancellor’s legal staff finds must first, of
course, be answered.
The second problem California state colleges
are currently dealing with is that of convincing the Board of Trustees that the individual schools are capable, of assuring responsible journalism in school publications.
The trustees, at their last board meeting,

refrained from imposing their own guidelines
on all California student publications, only
with the promise, of each college president that
each college would draw up guidelines and
establish strong publications boards.
’RESPONSIBLE’
In a memo dated Dec. 1, Dr. Burns addressed himself to this topic. "The trustees, or
a majority of them, have given its an opportunity to demonstrate that we can indeed manage our AM affairs without the imposition of
statewide regulation, censorship, or worse,. I
am concerned that we accept this challenge
and demonstrate to them that, by students,
faculty and administration working together,
SC(’ are and will be responsible and merit independence from trustee regulation of student
publications in the state colleges."
Dr. Burns is an advocate, as seen. of autonomy in student publications. When trustee
members Dudley Swim and Max Rafferty attacked the first news story appearing in the
Daily concerning Gay Liberation, Dr. Burns
stood behind the Daily’s right to publication of
such campus interests.
In the Dec. I memo, Dr. Burns, honoring
the trust of the board, instructed Dean Martin
to begin to initiate action to formulate college

publication guidelines and to set up a publications board.
The publications battle between the trustees
and the individual colleges might have been
a victory for campus autonomy advocates.
What measures the individual colleges will in
turn impose upon their publications will have
to be seen. It is always possible that they
could implicate stronger standards than would
have the trustees.
The question of the ramifications of an
"okay" from the chancellor’s legal staff might
be an even touchier subject for each school to
handle.
Dr. Newman predicts that all metropolitan
college campuses will inevitably find homosexual students forming and demanding all
rights of straight organizations. In this case,
each would in turn have to expose their individual campus conscience on just where the
homosexual belongs its campus life.
Unfortunately. or fortunately, S.TS was the
first California college to find homosexual
students organizing on its campus.
To what degree state college’s retain present
autonomy may be decided, in part, by just
how SJS reacts to its current problems at
hand.
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Editorial

SDS Ineffective
Right on. SIDS! Fourteen arrested. a
few injuries, a little attention front
the mediahut to no effect.
If the college administration itself
kicked job recruiters off campus. big
busine-, Ho Milli go right 1111 interviewing at their personnel offices in the
Bay %real. Interested students will still
Mick to their doors. So SIDS has failed
to art 1111 111e root of the problem.
Further. methods employed were
preile,tined to fail miserably. It’s no
big thing for the SJI’D tar squad to do
I to their
its job. Its members rest
short -waves and file away the records.
Period.
Thursday and Friday’s incidents are
distiprted into ob.
example, of In
session. Emotions were pitched high
enough. and tht-n (WM rollill,i011 created Ity the dual antagonistic factions
of SDS itself. Both’.sing for impromptu rostrums and calling for different
Wtypes of action. the poles of SIDS
ally negate a g I portion of their
effect.
by
One stilt lent aptly observed.
doesn’t 51)5 wise up and collaborate

with the Student Mobilization Committee on this?" He then described a nonviolent protest in which students would
obtain interview’s with the recruiter,
in the College Union ballroom. They
would then ask pointed questions concerning that company’s involvement in
war-support toward Vietnam.
This by no means would be a pat
solution for effective [widest. It possibly WI111111 be tidally ineffective. But
it at least would be a legitimate apnot s moieties. bordering on
proach
insanity. Simple solutions are most apt
complicated problems.
to all
SDS has effectively severed the
channels of communication that are
open to all students. It continually
champions the rights of free speech
and dissentat the same time effectively quelling any voice that would
tip the
offer an alternative splint’
problems.
If publicity, rather than progress, is
what SDS wants. it enjoyed a rousing
success last weekat the expense of
us all.
-J .B.

Guest Room
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It is indeed a dozy old world we live in
. . . As the sun sets and darkness takes
over. sleep inevitably also takes control of
us.
Life gets tetl s. And now we register
our resentment by drooping our eyelids
and sheeting our boredom away. This is
to recharge the battery of the
the
body.
People, no matter what their profession
might be. can’t do away with sleep.
town of Pisa, a tnan after
In the It
r %%id’ his wife went to bed
has log il
while his Wife SI.11.11 tip ill watch tele. the place
When site entered the bedr
reverated with the sound of male snores.
"Stop it." she said as she shook her husband awake.
"Stop what?" he retorted. And well he
might. hor the mores were still going on.
SO 1ill 11011lle Called ill their friends
who hauled a slumbering
and neighbor’molt r the bed
thief fr
Si RPRISE!
His sleep was so deep the crowd had
to give him a vigorous shaking l.1. ire he
was in a fit state to he handed to the police.
A burglar who falls asleep on the job
is a downright di -grace to his profession.
of the
1.1.1 this hapless fclon was just
many people who are liable to doze off
in the most temxpeeted places at the most
xpet led t,
and
your
If y101 Will11
glad. ask them bow they enjoyed their cat
nap- it the symphony orehestra’s concert
ishich they’ve just returned
fr
It IlaprIlell during the colonial days
in the jungles of Africa that in order to
have high production. field workers were
asked to forego their siesta.
The intl.:hoc heat of the sun
it impossible for the 4.01 at master
slot to have his own siesta.
To make sure that the laborers carried
on their duties will t dozing off. one
sneaky colonial master always left his
reaching glasses under a tree. Ile would
then inform his workers that his pair of
glasses would be spying on them while he
was away.
SMART SNOOZERs
el I
As it is 111W3y1( said that l’Sf
has a silver lining, so it happened that on
of iho laborers gol smart.
dm.

’wok

or coo,

When the master went for his regular
snooze, the smart laborer shouted "eureka"
to his fellow workers as he explained to
them his newfound answer to the problem.
You can’t fool all the people all of the
time, can you?
One by one, the farm workers put their
work hats over the pair of glasses under
the tree. And they all went for a long
snooze.
NARCOLEPSY POSSIBLE
There are some people who suffer front
a nervous illness which is known as nar
eolepsy.
A victim may fall asleep in the
julle
of a conversation, and sir g emotions like
may sudanger - - and even laughter
denly send hint off to sleep.
Narcolepsy is not dangerous to life. But
as Dr. Thomas Gray. director of SJS Health
Service, says: "Sufferers shouldn’t do jobs
in which attacks of sleep may be a danger to themselves or others. And, of course,
they sl ldnt pins u’’
Dr. Gray also hints that this illness can
be controlled by drugs such as speed and
dexadrine.
Psychologists investigating the odd cf..
feels smiie pop groups have on teenagers.
have f
1 that many youngsters in the
audience fall asleep. Strong rhythms, it
was discovered. tend to send young people
off to dreamland for a matter of seconds.
hi le asleep at a pop comert,
youngsters have been
to have started
breathing in titne to the music.
SVITET I/REAMS
Talking about dreams. Dr. Dement of
the Stanford REM ’rapid eye
’ement
research program says that his nervous exeitat.
is apparently essential for happy
fumiinning of the body.
fps
You dream in every roughly 90
when you are asleep.
Aceording to 1/r. Gray, when the brain
conceives or perceives something that you
don’t totally integrate into your system.
when you are asleep, your brain pops it
unit in form of dreams.
Unfortunately. hypnotic drugs -- sedatives, barbiturate drugs --- that induce
sleep tend to surpress the 90 minute sys11111.
Watt’ 1011 ever !Well pillk ell‘1111:1111‘, or
pit ked ants? TI
s Gray whispered to
me that over indulgence of hypnotic drugs
14111 bring fin th such hallucinations

Thrust and Parry

Sports fans of America. rojoicc!
deviloptol the solue
10 the sports uor1,1greatest dilemma.
.tridiron fanaFor years bastball
tics :11111 hoopster bsocter- 11:111. quarreled
%climatal) oser %shah of Ilse three "maawl
jor purl,. pro% ’1.1,, the most ael
which require,: lit highest dtgret of athletic prowess. And. inore neer cuP Is, seweer
supporters and ice hockey enthmiasts has(’
ol the mall melee.
j
Well, are you reach for this? The simplest was to stop all this bickering is to
combine all of ’em! That’s right. flunky.
I’m talking al t let-ball Foothasket i WEB, for short I.
ple up this paNow, before you c
per and toss it into the nearest trash cuts- which would seem to indicate that you
are a closedminded basketball fan let taw
explain the rides of lite game. ok?
is plaved tot a simuFirst of all.
curds
lated ice rink whielo me.1-tures
by 25 yards. Al either end of the rink is
a regulation basketball hoop 111111 backd which is painted ton the
board, a
rink I a semi -circle so Owl any point
the semi-circle is fist. .trtls from the lw-ket. The only other distinguishing mark
on the playing area is the .10.yard line, dividing the rink in half.
Each ir:1111 hiss 10 players: a goalie. a
pitcher. a right and a It-fl foorivard. a center. a right and a left guard. and a right,
a left_ and at Oct ing tackle.
The essential equipment cion,ists of a
Are
teletype that operates around the clock.
football, two baseball bat, .11141 a pair of
you truly informing your readers by almost
exclusively concentrating on college-oriented
ice skates for each participant.
news and neglecting other significant news?
A match starts is lien the referee ph a 4.1‘.
of
many
as
reflect
to
try
A paper should
football on the mid -rink stripe and
the
How
posible.
as
readership
of
its
the interests
centers fidit it out for posopposing
flu.
reflecting?
more
little
a
about
pigskin. They-, and all killthe
of
session
Bruce McCiellin
handlers. may either attempt to dribble
A03873
the ball or to pick it tip and carry it.
Any guard or tackle ina.t uoittact the
ball, but only the center or fortsards may
Editor:
eligibly attempt a goal. To score. the inThe recent draft reform embodied in the
tended scorer most place tht ball on the
draft lottery must not be allowed to obscure
ice and punt it into the basket. A goal
the fact that the draft and the War Machine
counts two points.
of which it is an indispensable part still exist
And while the goalie must stay in the
intact.
The reform was made precisely to enable
goalie box ’the aforementioned semi-cirsmoother running of the Machine, to hopefully
ch.’. he wields a baseball bat (also prerender less explosive the increasingly combusmentioned I with which, he may
vim’s:1y
eyes
in
the
Machine
the
into
sucked
tible fuels
block goal attempts and or club any opof those who designed it. Those fuels are most
posing players who enter the box.
directly young men shanghaied to fight in the
interest of their masters over whom they nor
The left and right tatkles are permitted
anyone else has any control. Indirectly, the
attack any ball -handler. form idling they
to
fuels have been millions of American people
stay on their OW11 half (If the rink. The
whose passive if not active support is needed
roving tackle_ ott the oilier hand. may
if the United States is to subjugate foreign
peoples for an extended period. It is just these
tackle anyone -- - including the referee. or
masses of Americans who have no collective or
any fan who is getting on his Ilene,.
individual interest in the subjugation of forEach. guard’s basic dtit i- to pra. Aside
eign peoples nor in growth of control over the
that. he doe.: the lo -t he can to litfront
world and its physical and human resources by
erally guard the plavcr I preferably his
the very same class of people which exercises
total economic. ideological and political control
team mate) W110 hams 111l,hal I.
over themselves at home.
Perhaps the participant ’who bas tinThe Nixon Administration is using the draft
to do is the pitcher. He stands anyleast
developing
reform as a device to split the
where in the vicinity of ate goalie’s box,
anti-war unity among millions of American
kicks the ice with the edge of his 4.ate
people. A Gene McCarthy or Kennedy might
try another trick to "divide and conquer" (re11S though there was something wrong with
member praise for McCarthy workers for their
it. spits on his hands and then wipes them
channelling of dissent into the two-party
his uniform. Ihe pitcher additionally
on
system").
has the option of exchanging dirty looks
It is only fear by oligarchical ruling class
and words with the (officials.
of this country that the 11118811CS of American
people blame "the system" and discover they
only fools savor wilco a goalie
have a common interest to construct a new
throws his bat or when all inflicted kick or
social system that spears such reforms as the
bite is judged by the officials to lie intendraft lottery. The small ruling group cannot
tionally vie’ s. It is a technical fold, intolerate a threat to the very basis of their
cidentally. for anyone besides the rov ing
existence.
Gordon W. Atkins
tackle to go after 11w refs. In any case,
A00142
the standard penalty is a free goal attempt
for the injured part y. A free goal tallies
one point.
of two 30-minute
At the conch’s’
Editor:
halves. the team witli the most points wife:.
I have just finished reacting the letter writIf neither side has scored or if the contest
ten by the "elder" S. J. Headland criticizing
is a tie. then the team whiell hiss the
the election outcome on the SJS campus. I
largest tostolar of con -riot]. players still
also am an eider, having been eligible for the
past four years to vote in the national elecon the floor gets the deei-ion,
tions. I have taken advantage of every ppmlest proposal. Just
ell, that’s my
tunny afforded me to vote in the federal and
day you micas be watching
some
think,
state elections, but it was not until the recent
an NCAA Championshilo leeball Fooi
SJS presidential election that I feel I was
basket contest instead of all the various
finally presented with a real choice in candidates. Before, I had a choice of the lesser of
playoffs now in existence. And won’t it be
two evils. I feel that this is probably the
nice to know that it all started here in
fattlt of people like S. J. Headland who vote on
San Jose?
personal appearance rather than issues. I
wonder what he would have thought if he had
not seen the candidates’ pictures. but instead
had heard only their view’s on the issues. I
fear that’ he would not have been able to make
a decision. It is because of people like this that
The Daily will consider and is seeking Guest
our nation is facing its current problems.
Editorials and Guest Rooms from SJS stuS. J. Headland complained about the efforts
dents and faculty members on matters afof IR-year-olds trying to obtain the right to
fecting the campus anti its students.
vote. Kindergarten students ran look at picArrangements for writing slut materials
tures but cannot read the words. It appears
may be made with Marsha Green. Daily Assothat it is that basic fundamental upon which
ciate Editor, between 2 and 4:30 p.m, in the
he has chosen to judge a candidate.
Daily Office, J2013. Final decisions on use of
I hope that the taxpayers did not have to
guest articles are reserved to the Editor.
-bounce" $3.000 to educate Mr. Headland, beGuest copy should be typed double spaced
cause it was a true waste of ’honey.
on a 40-space line.
Mrs. F.1111 ardevie Nee..
BO I tis!P

RAM; Draft; Daily; Vote
’Confront Durnkel
Editor:
The Radical Action Movement of San Jose
State finds the visit of Chancellor Glenn Dumke and Trustee Dudley Swim, to dedicate our
new student union today, a prime opportunity
for the students of San Jose State to confront
these men with the issues concerning our campus and the California state college system.
RAM challenges Mr. Dumke and Mr. Swim
to hold an open discussion with the students of
State over the issues of control by the individual colleges of their campuses, the implications of Title 5, the right of freedom of the
press for college newspapers, the attack by
Trustee Swim calling San Jose State a cesspool and the Spartan Daily a printer of perversion and a polluter of the students and
other actions against human rights.
Representatives of the Spartan Daily, student government, the Gay Liberation Front,
the RSU, the Chicano movement, and any
other interested campus groups or students
are invited to attend and participate in the
discussion.
The students of San Jose State have the
right to discuss with the controllers of the
California state college system the issues that
affect them. If they refuse us that right it
becomes our right to take action against
them.
RANI

’RAM Paranoia’
Editor:
What an ugly world it must be through
the eyes of an SDS member. How much paranoia can the RAM members handle? But they
must have quite a sense of awarenessaren’t
they advocating freedom for all? Is that what
they were aiming for by getting all of the
corporation representatives off campus? Not
never changed the tint on my rose colored
being a violent person, I didn’t understand
their action. Oh, well, being a bit naive has
glasses. And what a fantastic world my life
can see: 1 la e ssn; noticed the weather lately?
-11olin S. Wilkins
A898I

’Reflective Coverage’
Editor:
Despite the fact that I am a student, there
are many things in this world that interest me
besides those which are college related. Even
though I read other newspapers, many students don’t.
You are editor of a paper which has an AP
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SDS, Police Clash Over Recruiters in College Union

Daily photos by Bill Kernbrg,

Don Philby, Bill Veri and Don Wilson

To Members of Our Academic Community:
As readers of the Spartan Daily know we had a hitter
and violent experience in the College Union last week. With
the unhappy prospect of more today, members of this nen&mit. community are entitled to a stralght-forward comment from me.
Let’s be brutally honest. and spell out some things we
all know:
We all know that RAM..SDS planned and wanted
violence, and we know why: so they could get police
on campus and arrests made.
We all know why they want pollee on eampus: to
try and get sympathy and support from liberal and
moderate students and faculty.
We all know why they are using the tactic of violent confrontation, which brings the pollee, to try and
get that support: because on this campus, with this
college administration and this student government
they lack a real issue or popular grievance and need
to manufacture a false Issue to swell their ranks and
seize lemiership of the students.
Rut leadership to what end? To the end of destroying
the college because it is part of a corrupt society which
permit/4 the violence in Vietnam. That is as irrational as the
military men who said of the Vietnamese city of Ben Tre
that they "had to destroy it In order to save it." That was
cynical, hut no more ’,to than the RAM. SOS ego -trippers
who would use us as means for their ends.
Really, who are the hypocrites the student -faculty administration leaders who, reluctantly. decide that police
will be called to protect people and prevent violenee, or
those who deliberately create provocations to get pollee
on campus and then piously cry "pigs off campus"?
The Daily was right in Friday’s editorial: the means
of violence cannot secure the end of peace. Violence begets
violence.
So let it be clear: the sad truth is that RAM SOS has
the power to decide whether or not violent confrontations
will occur, whether people may he hurt, and whether police will be on our campus again today. We don’t need any
of that. We need, on lids campus, slid In this world,
Peace!
Hobert W. Burns
Acting President

. .
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Harsh Prison Drama Plays Here
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N. Doi

Pianist Performs

SKI

James Dick, top finalist in the
three most highly regarded in t omit t ional music emu it ions,
will be in eoncent at SJS tonight
in the Loma Priem Room of the
College Union at 8:15.
The concert, sponsored by the
College Union Program Bo;,rd.
is free to stutents, but faculty
and staff will be charged SI 50.
while general admission is 5250
The young artist froln
who Is making his first transcontinental tour. (WM to !while
in 1966 when
and music at
he emerged as top finalist in the
Tchaikowsky International Pi di..
Competition in
Pos-ni

HeIttaiSalve
Grout) Hates

Aloha Boat Sales
253-2500
to

December a, 1969
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EUROPE CHARTER
FLIGHTS 1970
Spring & Summer Schedules
call

The Ballwin. Theatre is a little different from other theatre
groups. Fot one thing, it is made

WRITE

major

STILAIGHT-FOIIIIM SRI)
liomosexual0 ....Wird and inatilt the harinwide
ri destructive quality of prisan
are the elements of "The

obbery

and

hauled by the San Francisco A.tor’s Workshop and on educational television, the play helped
convince former Governor Pat
Brown that Cluchey was sufficiently rehabilitated to warrant
clemency.

production

"The Cage," has become one of
the most highly praised plays in
America.
The explosie prison drama will
be presented in the College Union Ballroom Tuesday, Dee. 9 at
p.m. It’s being sponsored by
the Colleze Union Program Board
and admission is free.
"The Cage." wtitten by ex-San
Quentin inmate Riek Cluchey.
concerns the interaction between
four contrasting convicts living
in a barren prison cell. Th, only
major piece of scenery is a toilet bowl.

ti,.’ play while
s..ntence
iiarole for
kidriaptiing. Per-

HOPE

FOR

CHANGE

The objective of the Barbwire
Theatre has been to tour "The
Cage" at prisons, colleges, and in
community theatres.
After each performance the
four-man cast has a "ronfrontalion" with the audience. Questions are asked and a dialogue
!often harsh) goes on between
audience and actors. I’ve seen
the play before and the "confrontation" is just as exciting as the
play.
"We hope," says Chichey, "to
bring about a change in the country’s penal system by showing the
junkyards and scrapyards for
human beings that our prisons
have become. It’s about time we
start respecting the People in
this society who fail."
Diane Thomas, Atlanta Constitution Drama Editor calls the
play a "successful indictment of
prison conditions." Other critics
iced similar praise.
has.’

0144)11’11 NITY ININIEI)IATELY
for St\ J()SE
(:01.11.1GE 1)IREC1’()11

sTATE

’1

raining

until graduation

144.11 graduation office & staff pros itled

1..liarter [lights
995 Market St.. San Francisco 94103
Please mail me informati llll for flight
Name

l’I.EAsE SEND IIESUNIE
Inquire:
1671 The Alameda
298-3700
Northwestern Mutual Life Ins, Co.
Thomas H. Burkhart, CLU, Gen. Agent

Address .
State

For

up entirely of ex-convicts.
another, it’s

AVAILABLE
NOW

(415) 392-8513
OF

inT
44.51.T
ft
Fine Art’. Editor

Pliont

"The Cage," written,
PRISON DRAMA
acted, and performed by the Barbwire Theatre, a group of former felons, will be performed Tuesday night at 8 p.m. in the College

’Sweet Charity’ Offers
Pleasant Night Out
11

VICKI RANDALL.
Fine Arts Writer

There’s another maudlin musical comedy on the loose. Only
this one really isn’t too bad.
’Sweet Charity,’ the movie version of Neil Simon’s Broadway
play, has a few ingredients that

et

(THE BEST t)F

cause it to stand above the runof-the-mill movie of this type.
- No. 1 on the list is Shirley MacLaine.
Miss MaeLaine is the sweet
Charity of the title and sweet
she is. All Charity wants out of
life is to be loved (don’t groan,
she’s sincere). After several mishaps and unrequited love affairs,
most notably with a cad named
Charley who has his name tattooed on Charity’s shoulder, she
finds her One True Love in a
trapped elevator. But alas, it
seems that Charity Hope Valentine is not destined for happiness
and eventually loses hint too.
But hack to Miss MacLaine.
Although the role does not call
for powerful acting, it has difficulties in other areas. The actress
must be at least a competent
singer and a better-than -average
dancer. Miss MaeLaine succeeds
very well in these areas. She also
adds the typical MacLaine flair
to the part and names across as
a very sweet girl indeed.
Also among the film’s assets
is the 11111Sieal swore. Slinre the

cAlkii,TED

A LIST OF HOLIDAY
CLICHES:
4.r!,

I. sending out stamped
Christmas cards.
2. telephoning Season’s
Greetings.

s

Union Ballroom. The play, which has toured the
nation, concerns the brutality and degradation of prison life Admission is free.

3. singing Christmas
carols (off tune).

had a Ittn,4 and successful
run on Broadway, many of the
songs have since become best
sellers. And familiarity with a
song often makes it popular. So
as you sit there in the theater
and a familiar melody begins to
play, you perk up and listen. The
film’s songs inrlude "Where Am
I Going?", "If My Friends Could
See Me Now,"
and "Sweet
Charity."
The role of Oscar, Charity’s
fiance, is played by a relative
newcomer, John McMartin. There
are some inconsistencies in his
character, hut they seem to be
due more to the direction of the
play than to McMartin’s acting.
His performance is otherwise
adequate.
Although the plot of the movie
is really nothing special, it does
have a centilin ,’harm. It’s a
pleasant way to spend an evening, hut it isn’t destined for
eternal glory.

Band-Aide Posts
Open for Coeds
Tryouts for SJS coeds interested in becoming Band -Aides will
be held Wednesday, Dec. 10 ancl
Friday, Dec. 12 from 3:30 to 5:30
p.m. In PER280 of the Women’s
Physical Education Building.
Band -Aides will perform with
the SJS Marching Band at all
home football games during the
1970 season.
Further information is ava.1
able from Eileen RennedY. Rant
Aide coordinator, at 29R-796N.

The PENINSULA Y.A.G. (Young
Adult Group 21-291 presents
CHANUKAH THING, featuring a
line band and refreshments at CONGREGATION BETH -AM, 26790 Ares.
tradero Road, Los Altos Hdl, Sunday DECEMBER 14 at 830 P.M.,
Donation $1.75. for info. call 9017173 or 369-0720.

INTERESTED
IN AN
OVERSEAS
CAREER?

a,ift
Mr. J.B. Lambert
will be on the campus

December 11th
to discuss qualifications for
advanced sh)cly at
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
and job opportunities
in tFe field of
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
Interviews may be scheduled at

The Placement Center
THUNDERBIRD
GRADUATE SCHOOL
OF
INTERNATIONAL MANAGEMENT
(Former ,y: 0
for f

AF,,,ciin Institute
Triode)

P. 0. Box 191
Phoenix, Arizona 85001
Affikneed
11.e As,,;,an

A..,

Do you know
the way to
San Jose?

4. sending candy or
"gooey" fruit.
5. Christmas shopping
(December 24th).

‘;’

6. neckties or perfume

a ...teal,

fabulous Fricassee
tecuitCanned Heat:
cried Hockey Boogie
Goin, to The Country
on The Road Again
_Boogie Blues

HINT:
One bouquet is worth
a thousand words

nom1
:Pigscl
aidc
Bullfrog
oEthe
n’
uu isn a r
Rollin’ And
Tumbrn
delights.

3’

3loweri
y
Ro.se Merin
9th & Santa Clara
Phone: 295-4321

Lost? Can’t find the right place to buy your Arts,
Crafts and Engineering Material? Well, puzzle yourself no more. Michael’s has found San Jose and opened
a new store that carries all these goodies under one
roof. We’re at 107 E. San Fernando St. Do you know
the way?

Michael’s
107 E. San Fernando St., San Jose, Calif.

286-8013
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:Five Coeds Compete for Miss Photogenic Title, Prizes; New Prevention Plan

To Give Students Help
A Crisis Prevention Intervention Center is in the planning
for the College Union on a 24hour a day basis beginning the
last day of classes 4nd ending
Friday, Jan. 23.

contact the Student -Faculty Liaison Committee in Building Y, ext.
2709.

faculty members and
students will be available to help
with problems, answer questions,
provide information and referrals
to mental health facilities.

Humanists On Campus at SJS
will present Speaker Arthur M.
Jackson at their meeting on
Thursday. Dec. 11 at 4 p.m. In
the Guadalupe Room of the College Union. Open to the public.
Free.
Jackson will speak on the topic
"Humanism: Morality Without
God." He will present a brief
introduction to humanism followed by a discussion of how humanists
make value choices.
Jackson will compare morality
resting on belief in God and the
non -theistic morality of humanism.
There will be a question and
answer period followed by a buzz
group allowing those attending
to share values and ideas.

Advisers,

A switchboard will be open for
advice when they are not able
to get on campus.

SUSAN HAWKINS

MELINDA HAVEN

SUSAN BENNETT

ROXANNE MILLAR

JANET McMULLEN

tot

Miss Photogenic Contest
Booths at College Union
Penny voting will begin today
for the second annual Miss Photogenic competition sponsored by
Theta Sigma Phi, women’s honorary journalism society.
The voting table in front of
the College Union bookstore will
be open from 1030 a.m. to 2:30
p.m.. Monday through Friday.
Proceeds from the contest will be
donated to the William E. Gould

WHAT!
You still don’t
have a job?
Try

MASSEY
Services Inc.

We have need for
All office skills

Schttlatup Fund, which is :Avanted to an upper division journalism major.

An Equal
Opportunity Employer

Choate

Mercury on

of

photographs. They

are:

Susan Bennett, 18, freshman
fine arts major. Miss Bennett is
sponsored by Alpha Chi Omega
Melinda Haven, 20, junior home
economics maj. r. Sigma Pi is
sponsoring Miss Haven.
Susan Hawkins, 21. senior sociology major, sponsored by Theta Chi.
Janet McMullen, 18, freshman
home eralnomies major, sponsored
by Kappa Alpha Theta.
Roxanne Millar, 18, exploratory
major. Miss Millar is sponsored
by Delta Gamma.
Prizes for the winner, to be
announced on Dec. 15. have been
donated by Cal Book Co.. Roberts
Bookstore. Spartan Bookstore,
MasFarlane’s Candies and Ice
Cream, Evelyn’s Jewelry, Clotheshorse Boutique. Discount Records and others.

111 W. St. John 298-5667

Community
Bank Bldg.
Suite 510

were chosen by
the San Jose
the basis of their

Five finalists
James

Sink or Swim
The last swimming exemption
test this semester will be given
Wednesday at 4:15 p.m. Passing
the test meets the swimming
grad ua tion requirement for
women.

A LITTLE PIECE OF PERSIA
ManAsurs offers you the
only authentic Persian restaurant
in town. Complete dinners at
$2.90. Sandwiches at $.79

CUPB Sponsored
Activities Fair
Set for Thursday
An

All-Cotietze Activities Fair

is scheduled Thursday from 11
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the College Union Ballroom. The fair is being
sponsored by the College Union
Program Board.
"We feel all campus organizations should come to know their
College Union better and realize
the services it has to offer." said
John Rico, secretary of the CUPB. "We would also like the
students to become aware of the
variety of organizations and clubs
on our campus," he added.
Any organizations or clubs not
previously notified about the
fair, may contact Mary Hudzikiewicz or John Rico at the College’Union, ext. 2916, for further

erninent is now available. Interviews for positions on the academic council committees and
sub-committees are scheduled
from 9 am. to 12 p.m. each day
this week, according to Randy
Kern, personnel selection officer for the AS.

"People can come In who are
interested in helping to determine the direction of SJS student government, and are concerned about working together
with others," Ted Weisgal, an
assistant on the personnel selection committee, said Friday.

Offices available include participation on the College Union
Program Board, election board,
student activities board. Sparta
camp, and student housing committee, also openings on the
selection committee for the appointments of a housing director, dean of students, and a special committee to review the
health services are open. All
these committees are a part of
academic council.

Salvador

293-9902

Both faculty and student volunteers are needed to staff the
center. Anyone interested may

Newman Center
Slates Masses
SJS’ Catholics will congregate
to the Newman Center today for
three

masses

celebrating

The budget committee will accept candidates for possible appointment also.

Bowling,

dancing,

billiards,

a

and plenty of food
will be on hand Saturday night,
Dec. 13, when the business clubs
on campus sponsor an all -college
Christmas party.
Festivities will begin at 9 and
go until 2 a.m. at Fiesta Lanes,

1523 W

OVVII
29,C00
LS"

IIS Sena ft

Par La

RED BARN SantaSixth :lara

Until 9:00 P.M.

All Day Saturdn
Lots of Ets Parking

’Oen Boom

330 S. 10th SAN JOSE

t,

.1

MATERIAL)

All
banks
are
a
hassle,
right?

Exchange Deadline
Thc application deadline for the

Okayama Exchange
Program is Jan. 9. Applications

San Jose to

for the exchange program with
San Jose’s sister city may be obtained in the Foreign Language

selection meeting will be
10 p.m. in the Cala-

from 7 to

veras Room in the College Union.
Further information is available

hy calling Bob Brant, 297-7466.

(yip,/ rnteptainer4
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3 DAYS ONLY
CHRISTMAS SPECIAL!
All pre-recorded tape
(reel-to-reel, cartridge, cassette)

20% OFF

FANTASTIC SELECTION -EVERYTHING
ENJOYABLE TO JOG THE SENSES
AND SOOTHE THE SAVAGE MAST

ALCO HOME ELECTRONICS
SAN JOSE

80 SOUTH 2nd ST. OR 79 SO. 3rd

297-7111

(parking tickets validated)

CAMPBELL

1625 CAMPBELL AVE. 379-7210
(Oppo3ite Kirkwood Plaza)

LOS ALTOS

4916 EL CAMINO REAL 948.8273
(South of San Antonio Rd.)

Wrong!
Not Bank of America. It’s
the world’s largest bank with the
world’s biggest heart. Seriously!
So. if your bank has been
hassling you lately, drop in.

way we handle your checking

home branch and back again,

account when you leave school

without a murmur.

balance and you won’t have a

that make the scene.

We’ve got something that could

penny’s maintenance charge.
And, you won’t have to open a

America.

interest you.
Take checking accounts.
We have four of them, so
you have a choice. Tenplan*, for

And, as a part of the scene,

for summer vacation.

you’ll be able to get the checks

You can have a zero

Dig? So does Bank of

new account come fall. Or,
because Bank of America has
more branches than any bank

in

instance, lets you write checks
tor only 15(4 apiece. Statements

California, there’s probably one
in your home town. You’ll be

come just once every 3 months.
Another good thing Is the

able to transfer the balance in

BANK M
OF AMERICA
tot the ixissies.s (it IMFIg

your school branch to your

OPEN SUNDAYS TILL XMAS NOON -5 P.M.
MI. el Arne.

kw.

ei

AFTER ROO P.M. lk DRINK FOI k
WITH THIS COUPON. ONE COUPON
PER PERSON AT ONE TIME OFFER
DEC 9, 1969.

Open Tonight

Open Nights
Nonday Ore

San Carlos St.

Tickets may be purchased for
$3.25 at the Student Affairs Business Office in the College Union.
at a booth on Seventh St., or
from any business student who is
a member of one of the business
clubs.

COM*

.7X

TEXT BOOKS

Party Set for Dec. 73
live rock band

thtt

Feast of the Immaculate Conception.
Masses are scheduled at 11:40
a.m., 4 p.m. and 8 p.m.
The Newman Center is located
at 79 S. Fifth St.

gOODI

information.

The

aniiur
3rd & Sao

Vs’

A.C. Interviews Open
"1.44’s bring the Cal opus together in a symphony of student
participation" in SJS student
government, may be the theme
of the James Edwards administration as it begins its search
for personnel.
A chance for all students who
have an interest in serving their
school by working in student goy-

wpartment.

-Xatob
Shiih

B

llowever. problems are not
needed to use the facility as a
place of relaxation, for conversation or as a study area.

Humanist Speaks

4.r.or.

,uslA Sarop. 4.14K.al.on

Mom.. ,MC

I
PHITRAVEL
LSCISOC-SUOLEP-NCETHUYRE
Monday December 8. 1968
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THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

St. Louis Claims Soccer Title

CAUCE

By KEN 1.1"THY
Dull) sports %%Ater
St. Louis Unketsity exploded
for three goals in an actionpacked fourth quarter to beat
University of San Francisco, 9-0.
and win its seventh National Cot ate Athletic Association
soccer championship
:.t.’AA I
Saturday afternoon in Spat tan
Stadium.
The Mid-Western champions
vompleted an undefeated season
with a 13-0 mark, winning thei.
seventh title in 11 years of NCAA
championship play. Far West
The fashion flair
this fall is toward
A-1 RACER*
FLARES. This
trend -setting,
action man slack
has the famous
Racer top, flared
bottom heel to toe
slant and boot slit.
Solids and patterns
in no -iron fabrics.
$10.00 to $11.00

Billikens Win (Again)
and the
St. Louis
Francisco
l’niversity ot
San
proved that soccer is truly international sport with an American toach.
The Billikens downed the Dons
.1-0 in the finals of the NCAA
soccer finals at Spartan Stadium
Saturday to win the "American
’rown."
It is not unusual for the Billi-

ati

thing, front

ROLLS
to

V. W.
NEED
’ill. II ills .r of yours *
for 11111 1111 a roasionient.
in. park our tar.
Jua
4, and tout, your prire.
FOR INFORMATION
JOHN MF:NLO (294-0371)
4,
*

PACER’
FLARES

champ USF finished with a 15’2-3 record, its other loss corning
at the hands of San Jose State
when the Spartans took the West
Coast Intercollegiate Soccer Conference crown.
With an estimated 8.000 entertained spectators looking on, one
of the largest crowds to witness
an NCAA final, the Billikens converted on two controversial penalty shots in the second half to
break open what had been an
even battle.
Though outplayed by the Dons
in the first half, who applied con-

OPEN 7 DAYS 10-10

Great
Western
Motors
1199 :.44). Filoa ST.

kens to win the team title, but
it was rather spectacular the way
they did it.
Soccer, a sport controlled and
dominated by the Europeans, has
suddenly turned American.
The Bills’ Al Trost and Pat
Leahy were picked as the tournament’s top two players and St.
Louis won the team titlenot
bad considering every player on
the St. Louis team was from that
’ay not an import.
The tout nament itself, for the
first time in Spartan Stadium,
drew the second largest crowd in
NCAA history 18.0001 and had
is much for the spectators to get
II1Volved in as the players.
The fans in the stands, decided
I o add with help from the poor
.Theials, the touch that has been
missing from the American sport,
fan reaction!
And react they do.
After the two goals ton penalty kicks, read Ken Luthy’s
story above) the fans began to
treat the refs as if they were
draft dodgers looking for a low
number.
Beer cans (pardon me. Pepsi)
hurled at the officials, cursat the stands, and the genlnion of the partisan
er..I
crow’. ill favored the Dons.
13ut, nonetheless, the Billikens
had a helluva "all American"
team.

tinual pressure in its last six minutes and held an 11-5 margin in
shots -at -goal, the Billikens took
a 1-0 lead into the final period.
Center-fonvard Al Trost, who
was named the outstanding offensive player in the tourney, had
given SW that lead on one of
two penalty shot situations in
which St. Louis was awarded two
attempts because of illegal movement on the part of the USF
SECOND GOAL

Joe Leeker put the Billikens
out in front at 2-0 on a 10-yard
effort after Camacho had staved
off a SLU surge moments before.
The goal came with just 1:28
elapsed in the last period.
St. Louis, the tourney favorite,
put the game out of reach with
7:33 remaining. John Pisani, one
of the eight seniors on the the
all-St. Louis squad, took a pass
from Mike Seerey and booted
home a 6-yarder.
Five different players accounted for the Billikens’ six tourney
goals, and therein lies one reason for the St. Louis success.
USF, which had tallied 85 points
coming into the finals, relied
heavily on Alex Roboostoff and

Hans Friessen, who scored over
half the Don goals during the
regular season.
But the versatility of the St.
Louis offensive attack, and the
consistency of its defensive unit.
paid off in the form of Don frustration in the fourth period.
Thrice scored upon, a frustrated John C’amacho, who made
some outstanding saves throughout the contest, got into a swinging contest with a charging SIX
player with a little more than
six minutes left in the game.
The Wier flurry ended with
Camacho and Friessen being
ejected, and the second of the
"two-shot penalty kicks" for St.
Louis. Gary Rensing’s second attempt sailed true, after reserve
iaaalie Ted Psaras had blocked
the first try.
SECOND HALF DOMINATION
The final statistics showed St.
Louis’ second half domination.
The Billikens, who managed just
five first half attempts, came
back with 19 shoLs-at-goal. The
Dons, meanwhile, picked up just
seven shots over the last half,
after 11 homeward in the initial
45 minutes.
St. Louis goalie Don Cripple

was credited with only two saves,
a testimonial to the fine defensive work of R.ensing, Steve
Frank and Pat Leahy. Leahy was
recognized as the tournament’s
most outstanding defensive player. Camacho was in on seven
saves for USF.
CO -CHAMPIONS IN 1967
Though the Billikens have dominated NCAA play since the tournament began in 1959, it was the
first outright championship for
SI.0 since 1964. The Billikens
were co-champions with Michigan State in 1967, who shared
the title with Maryland in 1968.
USF was seeking its second national crown, winning in 1966, the
only West Coast team evet to
do so.
The Dons should be back In
contention next season, losing
just four seniors off the current
squad. Among these, however,
are All -America candidates Ca macho and Connie Roboostoff,
along with Emilio Ugarte and
Ken Alonso. Alcinso was carried
off the field in the fourth quarter with an injury to his shoulder-neck area. SLU’s Trost also
sustained an ankle injury in the
tuggcsi last period.

Slaton Mentioned on A-A Team
named ti AP’s first team was
senior Stanford linebacker Don
Parish.

Senior SJS halfback Frank Slawas named an honorable

ton

mention All -America by the Associated Press, the only Spartan

The Indians also were honored with the selection of junior
quarterback Jim Plukett to the
second team and tight end Bob
Moore to the third squad.
Augustine
Irby
California’s
was tabbed for the third team
defensive end spot.
Honorable mention went to

so honored.
Slaton finished a fine threeyear varsity football career this
season by leading the team in
scoring with 32 points. He was
also among the nation’s leading
kickoff return artists.
The speedy back led the Pacific Coast Athletic Association
with 18 kickoff returns for 447
yards and a 24.8 average, also
best in the league. His 98-yard
return against Stanford set an
SJS record.
The only Bay Area player

- tAkT - MSTORY - BIOGRAPHY - OLD WEST - MUSIC - NATURE MYTHOLOGY - OCCULT

tackle Bob Reinhard. center John
Sande, and defensive back Rick
Keller of Stanford
tackle
Gary

Bob

along with

Richards,

Fowler,

fullback

linebacker

Phil

Croyle and defensive back Ken
FRANK SLATON

Wiedemann of California.

ADVENTURE - TREASURE HUNTING I
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SPART N CHRISTMAS SALE
STACKS & STACKS OF BOOKS
UP TO 60% OFF
Beautiful Books for Christmas Gifts
or your own book shelf

STARTS TODAY

3

DON’T MISS THIS GREAT BOOK SALE
AT

Fookufene
ART - HISTORY - BIOGRAPHY - OLD WEST - MUSIC
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Spartan Basketballers Turn-Over Weekend Pair
Its KEVIN DOVI.E
ltaitj sport. Editor

The SJS varsity basketball
team "turned met" an 51-76 victory to Tulsa University Satur-

Coast At
v
favor:te the night
ite Long Be,
before. Tuba lost to Long Beach
74-73 in overt .me and to Purdue
University befice dropping the
Spartans Saturday.

day evening in an intercollegiate
basketball game at the San Jose
Civic Auditorium.
Things weren’t all bad as the
Spartans broke even for the
weekend after posting an 81-61
win over the University of Nevada i Reno’ Friday evening for
their first win of the season after
dropping their opener Wednesday
84-72 at the hands of the Stanford Indians.
Tulsa was a good game for the
Spartans to find out how good
they really are, as the Golden
Hurricanes had played Pacific

SJS’ freshman basketball team,
the best since 1967-88 when the
Spartans had Darnell Hillman,
Pat Hamm, Al Graves, Steve
Mortara, C. J. Howard, Buzz Nymust
and Chris Guenther.
stretched its undefeated win
streak to three with victories
over the Univeisity of Pacific
frosh and the City College of San
Francisco.
Spartababe guard Johnny Skinner from Philadelphia proved he
was as good as the people from

FRESIINIEN STRONG

the Fast have been saying.
Skinner pumped in 21 points
- the third time this season that
he has scored over 20 from his
collection of long jump shots and
driving layups.
Skinner’s running mate, Gary
Ghidinelli, who prepped at Santa
Cruz High, contributed 14 points,
Jan Adamson 14 and Dave Gainza
18 for the Spartababes.
City College of San Francisco,
whose average age is 23 ,’oars
old, was paced by sharpshooting
guard Billy Metcalfe. who meshed
28 points to lead all scorers Saturday evening.
Friday night SJS’ All -America
candidate Cob)’ Diet’ iek scored
27 points to lead the Spartan rout
against one of the two newly installed members of the West

SJS RESERVE CENTER
Al
Graves, a sophomore redshirt
from Yreka, will be counted on
this season to spell starting
pivot Bernie Veasey. Graves,
who stands 6-8 and weighs 235
pounds, is a scoring threat
from the outside.

A64#tie t, tet
tv.
*.

Coast Athletic Conference
the
league the Spartans were in last
year.
But that victory was costly as
the Spartans’ starting center Bernie Veasey injured his ankle and
was not able to play against the
much bigger Golden Hurricanes
on Saturday evening.
BIG LEAD
The Spat tans were leading Tulsa by as much as 14 points and
with less than seven minutes remaining in the game they held a
comfortable 13 -point margin.
But Tulsa went ahead 68-67
after trailing since the opening
minutes of the game.
During the Golden Hurricanes’
scoring splurge, the Spartans
gave their share of support. SJS
committed 10 turnovers in the
last six minutes of the game and
could convert only a pail of field
goals in the closing two minutes.
Things looked great for the
Spartans at halftime as reserve
venter Graves from Yreka was
hitting almost every shot he took
and the Spartans led 42-41.
The first 14 minutes of the see-

on I 11,11 was all SJS. The Spartans were playing the )(ma’ th"
way they did all last season before the breakdown.
Diettick finished the game with
29, Hamm 13, Graves 13 and
C. J. Howard added It/ for the
Spartans’ top efforts.
The Golden Hurricanes were
led by 6-10, 250-pound center
Dana Lewis, who stored 30. Less is
proved that he was a good shooter from the outside on occasions,
but his specialty was the twofoot followup.
Larry Mortis had 17 and Ron
Carson 15 to round out the Hurricane scoring leaders.
SJS coach Dan Clines was
happy with the performances of
his players, but disappointed with
the final score.

Graves turned in subbing for
Veasey and the performances ()I
Dietrick and HaMM.
The Spartans also set a school
field goal pet eentage record that
has stood since 1955 when the
SJS team shot 60 per cent in
that year.
b.’
Saturday evenin

33 of 53 shots fur a torrid mark
but they still
of 82 per cent
lost the game.
Tuesday evening the varsity
and freshman clubs travel to
Berkeley to tackle the University of California. Cars varsity
split a pair of games with BYU
over the weekend at Provo, Utah.

rconomy Cleaners
Corner Second & Santa Clara Sts.
10ci OFF REGULAR PRICES
WITH STUDENT BODY CARD

One Day Service
"The Si99e4t name

Glines blamed himself for the
loss. saying, "I should have sotated our front line towaid the
end. We had several turnovers
toward the end because our big
-nn tired and they failed
men we
to protect the lead."
Grilles was happy with the job

Spartan Daily ClassifiedsLike

Hamm’s rates No. 1
among beers Americans like best

3’ XEROX
copies
no minimum
7 colors of paper

Error Fre.
Typing Service

GNOMON
COPY SERVICE
484 E. San Carlos St.
San Jose
287-7550

Dig our
Christmas
sale, baby.
Dig ... you beautiful people!
During the establishments love season,
we at Michael’s are having
the grooviest X-mas sale you have ever
laid your crystal spectacles on!
Well hit you with arts and
crafts materials to fill your every creative noel
... and straight stuff like T-Squaree
and slide rules, and just plain squares.
Hitch on down, baby, and dig!

ifAbseils a beerif a beer
untilyouire &skiffHamm&

Michael’s

eise9 Meador* Hamm &swine Co.. St Paul Wm.
286-8013

Having

A Personal Salesman Ring 23.000 Doorbells

ansumerReports’
Tasied35Beers’

107 E. San Fernando St., San Jose, Calif.

Cleaning"

COACH TAKES BLAME
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PEACE RECRUITMEN1-Jerry Miter, 27 -year-old Peace Corps
representative, will be recru;ting vclunteers on campus this week.
In addition to visiting classes, Miller will have an information
booth set up on Seventh Street during his visit.

Dedication Week for Union
i.n.t and tour
-iine 200 spy-

whi t.
art s’

ins week, special
planned foi the
.1i. $5 million struc- ,inslas night will

tonight usher)
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A COMPLETE
MEAL ONLY 49c
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French Fi ies & Coke
ank
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’Increase
Possible,’
Says Dumke
Careful planning 1,
Calif, inia State Colleges s. Ii make
it possible to admit about 4.500
more students during the next
academic year than provided for
in the college system’s budget,
according to Chancellor Glenn S.
Dumke.
The Chancellor issued the following statement:
"We have completed a review
of fall enrollment figures as submitted by the colleges and have
determined that, although the
colleges ale presently exceeding
their budgeted number of Sill dents, careful planning by the
colleges will permit them to
achieve additional increases.
"Although it is too early to
determine an effect on individual
campuses, the end result of our
review means that the California
State Colleges will accommodate
during
1969-70
approximately
4,500 more students than the
budgeted number.
"However, the individual campuses whose admissions plans for
the remainder of the year will
be most effected by this derision are Fresno, Sacramento, Sari
Jose, Humboldt and San Fernando Valley State Colleges; CSC.
Hayward, anti California State
Polytechnic College, KellogvVoorhis (Pomona)."
Chancellor Dumke said the decision on revised annual fulltime equivalent students "means
that some students who were not
otherwise able to be enrolled can
be accommodated within the system ,if colleges."
In a memorandum to college
Presidents, the Chancellor said he
realizes most campuses have announced that they are no long, r
accepting applications for winter
and spring terms.
"In such cases," Chancellor
Dumke’s memorandum says, "I
suggest you take action to activate your ’waiting’ lists or
reopen admissions even if ttu
means creating a special category of late admittees
willing to accept limited programs and last -come, last -served’
registrations in available course
and section spaces."

ore
couples

.

ttry.
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Violence Shows Set

Spartaguide
TODAY
Society for the Advancement of
tanagentent, 2:30 pin..
(’alasiTirs Pos.,ITI. College Union. Executive hoard meeting. All students welcome.
RDA SionuttIt tee for Career
Planning, 7 p.M., West I Tall
lint nge.
American Marketing At:P.044w
Hon, 7:30 p.m., Blum’s Restaurant, Town and Country Village.
Nomination of officers is scheduled.
India Association. 7 p.m., JC141.
Guest speaker is scheduled. The
son of India’s freedom fighter

Sardar Patel will speak. Admis
stun is free.
Voiees from Home, 10 a.m. to 2
p.m., creative arts room, College
Union. All students may have
a free tape recorded message
sent to a serviceman in Vietnam.

Before Taxes?
Nation’s Business Magazine has
recently stood behind a claim
that by 1984, someone with a
Ph.D. will have a starting salary
of $41,000 a year. fresh out of
school.

The protest movement at San
Jose State and other Bay Area
colleges will head toward more
violent
tactics
says
Marilyn
Thompson. She is producer of this
week’s "SJS Reports" for the
Radio TV News Center.

to say about what happens in this/
country.
All News Center programs air
daily on KNIT, channel 11, at
7:40 a.m, and on NTEH. channel
54 at 7 p.m.

The News Center explores one
Five programs will explore
subject in-depth as five-part doc"Campus Protests" in the Monumentaries.
day through Friday series. Miss
Thompson says "We are heading
EUROPE
toward a more violent protest.
)(Mai, Easter i Summer
It is the start of a national movei 5230-295 r.f. from West Coast
ment which will keep on growAyilable flights from N.Y. Flights
within Europe. Israel, & th Orient
ing. There will be a power strugFor information contact: 31345211
gle to see if it will be peaceful
E S CF. 801 Wo.
s josd,.siee,e
.R:dE:edr, City
or violent. Whoever wins timi. ..
struggle will have an awful lot

Spartan Daily Classifieds
407. OFF ON RECORDS AND TAPES!
A 45s. L.P. s. cartridges, cassettes and
reel to reel tapes available. Special
NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB needs stu- order basis. Quick deliveries. 8-tracks
dents and licensed pilots. Four aircraft, recorded. 70 min. cartridges - $3.75.
ow membership fee & monthly dues. Ken - 1021 High Rise Dorm: 3.5 M.F.
257-7562 or 2413.8484.
-3481. 200cm. Kestla $45/best offer.
S281$
K
EUROPE JET FLIGHTS
(For students. faculty and staff only) No bindings, Kofix base, Comb i ski.
Los Angeles -London- (Roundtrip) Mar. Call Mike 294-4301 before 7 p.m. Also
29-Jone 16, 11 Weeks $255. June 15- Guitar. Gibson LG.! $120.
Sept. 22, 14 Weeks $295. June 2I -Aug. BIG SUR LAND. Group opportunity.
21 9 Weeks $295. July 5-Sept. 3. 8 Sea views. 2000 feet, Ventana Wilder.’.’r,eks $295. For application write or ness access, 40 acres $40.000. Write
LTS TRAVEL: 4246 Overland Ave. P.O. BOX 3682 Carmel, Calif. 93921.
c r
90230. (408) 286-6929 SKI BOOTS - Buckle, Worn once. Girls
’59).
size 71/2.8. Must sell immediately. Call
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $86 per 287.0561.
ed, good students. Also, SKIS ’68 HEAD STANDARD (185) Good
nqs for single men over Cond. fetus’ tel. $65. Call 297.9990 or
21,
.
ige Campbell 244.9600,
295.9588.
FOR
Sneed
-Read’ at the book
ASK
will speed your
11"
sr _i
HELP WANJED 141
Fe.,
.
, Now! Only $2.25
Per
r,-rice Sisters.
E
$ NEED MONEY $ - Newspaper tam.
YOGA FOR PHYSICAL, MENTAL, -& ple program full time, part time, steady
SPIRITUAL HARMONY TAUGHT BY work, 4 good men wanted immediately.
EXPERIENCED TEACHER FROM INDIA. Age 18 to 29. $2 per hr. guaranteed
Class starts Wed.. Dec. 10. 7 to 10 plus bonus. No exp. needed. Earn while
; s’t weeks or,e a week at New’ you learn. Transportation frn. Cell today. Mr. Looney 292-6811.
MALE & FEMALES Full or Part.time Ice
AUTOMOTIVE 121
Cream & Soft Drink Vending Route.
30% commission. Tropical Ice Cream
N. Montgomery. 9-11 a.m.
64 VW BUG, ’7.’01, little car to get
:
...- SUNROOF to catch C294-4232588.
.
GOOD TIRES. MUST PART-TIME & TEMPORARY babysitters
E.
287.7189
after 6.
& housekeepers needed, Heatherlee
AUSTIN HEALEY 58,61 enoine trans. Agencies 296-3533.
SOPHOMORE THRU GRADUATE STU5625.
- Part.tirne positions available
itT ,. a manager for on -campus advertistop -65 SPRITE ’.
market research, sales promotion
Liberal fees will provide a
HiRise
65 GTO, r.
n -sine all year. If interested,
2 cit. distribk.
213 793-0621.
4390.
’63 VW
k 54,000 Radio. HOUSEWORK. 5 hours every Saturday.
Si
r
,vided. 294.6414 Ext. 2823.
,eat belts. $850 or
Ask for Joan.
68 MALIBU. ".77 P/S. A/T. AM.FM
HOUSING IS/
E .
top. 26.000 miles. Sil.
12475/offer 272.0110.
’60 CHEVY WGN. Red & White, Excel. COLLEGE COUPLES WELCOME! - 2
C :Pew. Brakes & Steer. child - OK/Adult area/pool/rec. rm.
a- .acl. 297.0992. $325.
10 min. from 5.15. 2 bdrm. $135 Mgr.
1967 SHELBY GT 500. Green. $2,900, 286-3795.
APPLICANTS now being accepted for
’61 PLY FURY. Excellent interior. 6 cyl. spring semester. Deluxe 2 & 3 bdrm.
.
G5.d Mechanically. R/H, apts., all electric kitchens. 470 Apts..
470 S. 11th St Mgr. 287-7590.
Ck
i 9.9 afternoons
1967 VW
-r-e1 Cond., Complete FEMALE TEACHER or grad wanted to
, ..s, tape deck. $1095. share home with woman & 2 kids. $80/
Ovv;
mo. Room & board. 251-4977.
’66 SUNBEAM ALPINE - R/H. New HOUSE NEEDS male roommate. Own
T-:
,
dition. $1250. Call room $42/mo. 2 mi. from campus. Call
any day after 3:00. 251.9042.
65 CHEV IMPALA - 2 dr. HT. Great
to
.
r. Power Steering and WANTED MALE ROOMMATE
share house with 3 others. 333 So. 11th
’’.6165. $1250.
St. 287-0729.
ROLLBAR
MOB, plus tonneau and
- seat, shoulder harness, cell
arnson 297-9957.
61 FORD. V 8 automatic, 4 dr., motor
od. condition. Needs
s
id latch.
$100. 294-1084.
’57 CHEVY 5.1. 4 dr. Recent valve job.
,
interior, tires, Must sell.
flier. 287-3481
1019A.
67 442 OLDS 4254- HP 81/2015 Arneri,
spd. Goodyear, Hooker Headnr Edvlbrock. $2500 287.6781.
HAVE YOUR CAR washed by an expert!
.
.
A,’ ,r’s Coin -Op Wash.
7.0 S. is!
nd4 Lincoln.
1959 PLYM, STATION WAGON,
AUTO.. V.8. $125 OR BEST OFFER.
265 3859.
ANNOUNCEMENTS 11

.

NICE, CLEAN, HOMEY 2 bdrm. apt.
aeds 2 female upper division room.
mates immediately. No phone, please
corns by 641 S 11th #4
NEWLY PAINTED 2 bdrm, unfurnished
apartments. Hardwood floors, drapes,
laundry facilities extra storage. 5 minutes from SJSC. 293.5995.
FEMALE, upper-div. student needed to
share quiet apt. near SJS. $45/mo. Coll
286.9874. Non-smoker,
I MALE ROOMMATE - own room in
large house w/four others. $45/mo. 170
S. 15th St. 298.3738.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED: Furnished I bdrm. apt. $65/mo. 476 S.
7th St. Call Patti or Ext. 2501, 294-6414.
FEMALE ROOMMATE WANTED
Grad, or adult to share 2 bdrm. apt.
Westgate. 297-0480 before 8 p.m., 2448353.
WANTED: Small house to rert near
campus, in valley or in hills. 2 bdrm.
251.8236. For working couple.
for 4 ope$ospolze
sT11thst.m.
2 bdr. 2ooim
AtcpTs.h.FOre.R64RIEN.
$
availability.
Immediate
per
person.
rno.
BOARDING HOUSE CONTRACT available. Colonicii Halls. Call Ann at 2939908 after 6 p.m.
share 1 bdrm. apt. Laundry.
MALE
Pool & sauna 292-9334 1040 S 12th
St. *29.
LOST AND FOUND 161
FOUND - 31/2 mo. Female German
Shepard. Gray/Black with Red Leather
collar with steel studs 287-4081.
LOST: Blue leatherpurse on campus,
12/1. Reward offered, no questions
asked. Call Carol Green 286.2385.
LOST - Australian Shepard. male, blue
grey & white. One blue, one brown eye.
Portland tags lost 10/2. Reward. 5 yrs.
old. Cal! 354.2606.
LOST: Kodak instamatic camera in case.
In A.V or Art Bldg. Reward! Call Col loci 797-9093.
STVLEN: German Short -haired pointer
puppy 6 neon. Would the person who
took my dog on Nov. 19, please consider returning him - you can’t ,rnaoine
the damage you’ve done. If von 11 return my dog, I’ll be glad to buy you
another. Please consider this request
seriously - I’m getting desperate. Call:
287.5402.

. . are a swell guy. Wish I
CHRIS
ornelime. But I can net
could teli
- Biology I.
SERVICES 18)

STUDENT TYPING in my home. Fast, Accurate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Phone
EXPERT TYPING SERVICE E. San Jos%
258-4335 143 Bahama Way.
RENT A TV OR STEREO: Free service.
No contract. Free delivery in SJ. CaJI
Esche’s, 25 I -2598.
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. Accurate, Feet.
Can Edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs.
Aslanian - 298-4104.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC.
Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
Marianne Tamberg. 1924 Harris Ave.
Call 371-0395. San Jose.
We want your business 364 days yaw.
Astors Coin Autowash-732 S. 1st. Open
24 hours a day-seven days a week.
hey
Translations
GERMAN-ENGLISH
graduate student 377-2367.
BUY OR LEASE your psych 112 - interview & outline - term paper. Call
259-2543 Thurs. 12-3 p.m. or daily 8.11
p.m. only.
TYPING my home - near Westgate
Shopping Center - Electric Typewriter
- PICA 379.5098.
CAMPUS DATING SERVICE for your
ideal match, 52-296-3533.
EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
Term Papers, Thesis. etc.
Dependable. 294.1313
HALSTROM’S EMBLEMS - Club Emblems made to order. Swiss Loom -Satin
Stitch -Chain Stitch. Embroidery. 1462
Hills/isle, San Jose, 264-2560.
PLAYGROUP for pre-schoolers while you
atei k class. 298.3894 or 286.1994.
TRANSPORTATION 191
JET CHARTERS to Europe for summer.
book eari,! From $179 one way, NO
FEE. Contact Prof. Maya at 293-1033.
EUROPE CHARTEICFLIGHTS1-5-everal
schedules from L.A. and Oakland to
London, Amsterdam, Frankfurt, From
8255 to $325. - roundtrip $150
$I65 - one-way. Coordinator: Professor Frank Peal. 247 Roycroft, Long
Beach 90803 438-2179,

PERSONALS 171
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMANENTLY. 235 E. Santa Clara St. Rm,
513, Phone 294.4495.

To Place
an ad:

VALERIE - YOU Are Sweeter Than All
The Dancing Flowers in China.
WANTED - Management Term paper.
10.15 pages. Will pay - call 287-4961.

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

We Can Sell Anything

Wherv it’s ion to eat

come to
Carlyle
Jewelers
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for their
Diamond
Rings
because:

NEW MANAGEMENT

Hi, Were New

BIG BARNEY TRIO
BIG BARNEY, french fries. and 15c drink all for 49c with
this coupon. LIMIT ONE TRIO PER COUPON. One coupon
per family at one time. Clip and present to the RED BARN
rif 250 E. Sante Clare Sr.

they have shopped-and compared and have found that
Carlyle’, prices re never high and in most instances, are
ewer than prices elsewhere,
or the same quality diamond.

Save 20% with ASB Card

NAME
ADDRESS
!!!!!’,

!!!,,
! Scrvir,

YOU MAY ll’IN A FREE DINNER

WITH

THIS

COUPON

CattyJO

WE tO Ft

535 Bryant Street
Downtown Palo Alto
323-2834
Shop Thursday Night ’tilt

"3"

MON.-WED.-FRI.
II - 1 - 1:30-3:30

"HIGH" JULIE

"ZIG ZAG" JIM

FOR SALE 13/

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY 10 A.M.-12 MIDNIGHT

Look for our

See The Orbiting

We’ll Come Down to
Handle Your Every Need
11-1, 1:30-3:30
9-12

.50

Phone 294-6414, Ext. 2465

JC 206
Phone: 294-6414, Ext. 2465

ads. Print your ad here:
letters and spaces for each line)

No refunds on cancelled

Two days Three days Four

days

(Count

approximately

33

Flv days

2.002.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.23
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4.00

.50

.50

.50

.50

Add this

amount for
each add i

Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.

Classified Hours:
Mon., Wed., Fri.
Tues., Thurs.

CLASSIFIED RATES
Minimum
Three lines One day
One day
3 Ih.ies
1.50
4 lines
2.00
5 lines
2:50
6 lines
3.00

TUES.-THURS.
9-12 - 2-4

"STONED" STEVE

U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boots, Bell Bottom Pants, Pea Coats, &
Camping Supplies. HIPPIE FASHIONS:
Furs, Leather & Suede Jackets, Velvet
Goodies. Jack & Pat’s 3rd Hand Store.
375 E. Heddinq St. between 8th & 9th.
Hours 11-6. Closed Mondays,
FREE EAR PIERCING - FAST - PAINLESS with purchase of Gold Earrings.
from $7.501 Call for appointment. 2976522. Evelyn’s. 40 S. 1st St, Downtown.
WOODLATHE, 12" swing, 4’ long $29.95 new. Radial Drill Press, 32" 432.50 new. 8" Ball.bearing, Tilf.arbor
table saw with 1 h.p. motor - complete
for $60 new. 292-0409 or I blk, from
campus at 60 E. San Fernando.
SCIENCE FICTION - HALF PRICE.
WRITE P.O. BOX 2573 SANTA CRUZ,
CALIF.

bona! line

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
Help Wanted (4)
0 Personals (7)
In Announcements (1)
0 Services (11)
0 Automotive (2)
0 Housing (5)
0 Transportation RP
0 LOS1 mid Found ND
El For Sa (I)

Print Name

For
Enclosed Is $

Address
City

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY

SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Meese soon 2 days altar

Patina

CLASSIFIEDS

ftir ad to 1119111.

Days

